
UniGroup®



UniGroup®. It’s durable. Reliable. Simple. 
Installation is quick. Reconfiguration is easy. It’s classic.
Functional. And affordable. Durability teamed with 
flexibility guarantees a quality investment that stretches
your dollar. It’s practicality in every way. UniGroup 
Systems Furniture. Strictly Business.
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Proven Performance
UniGroup Systems Furniture stood tall through the 1994 L.A. 
earthquake as the floors and walls of the Zenith Insurance Company 
building crumbled around it. Computers were saved and business 
was up and running in three days. Monocoque panel construction 
with a full-height connector makes it strong and stable. It’ll last as 
long as you need it to. UniGroup is built to stand the test of time. 
Or any other test for that matter. 
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1. Worksurfaces are available in many shapes

 and sizes and are field modifiable.

2. Monocoque panel construction provides 

exceptional load and counterbalance 

performance for design flexibility.

3. Panels incorporate the Helmholtz principle of 

sound control to trap and dissipate sound.
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PANELS: Tatami Tesori Fabric. Charcoal Trim.  TACKBOARDS: Whorl Cirque.  WORKSURFACES: Beige.  OVERHEAD: Whorl 

Cirque Fabric. Charcoal Trim.  IMPROV® DESK SEATING: COM Architex Mesa Limestone.  IMPROV SIDE CHAIRS: Interval Realis.
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Quick to Start & Easy to Change
Change the look of the office before lunch. Minimum parts 
make it affordable, easy to specify, install and reconfigure. 
Build it all with a rubber mallet. Change your mind? 
UniGroup easily reconfigures again and again.

The universal hinge, included with the panel, connects panels 
in all configurations. For reconfiguration, trim rails and hinge 
remove as a unit allowing panel to be removed from any 
point in a run. Fewer parts to specify. Quicker installation. 
Easier inventory management.

Add a handful of components and transform two offices into seven in no time.

1. Cantilever-hung worksurfaces are easy to add or remove.

2. OneTouch® overhead storage units are easy to access from your seat.

3. Personal Storage Towers provide maximum storage using little space.

4. Finished trim rails, included with the panel, reduce the number of parts to specify.

�
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PANELS: Kavella Bella Fabric. Beige Trim.  TACKBOARDS: Kavella Piazza.  WORKSURFACES: Beige.  OVERHEAD: OneTouch in Beige.  IMPROV H.E. SEATING: Tellure Brick. Zen.  

IMPROV SIDE CHAIRS: Tellure Copperwood. Sweetpea. Salmon.  PERSONAL STORAGE TOWER: Beige.  950 FILES: Customer specified RACE Red.
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PANELS: Basketweave Oyster Fabric. Smoke Trim.  WORKSURFACES: Smoke.  OVERHEAD: Basketweave Verdigris Fabric.  IMPROV H.E. SEATING: Tellure Gray.
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Practical & Reliable
Orders of any size. Fast and on time. Whenever you 
need it … Relax. We do it everyday.

UniGroup is engineered to upgrade over time, giving 
it the highest resale value on the market. Mix a little 
new with the old and reinvent your environment.

1. Panels are available in a variety of fabrics to complement 

 any office.

2. Power Base™ brings “clean power” to sensitive equipment.

3. Overhead storage converts from open shelf to closed 

storage with the addition of a flipper door. Available in 

laminate or fabric fronts.
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Engineered for Changing Technology
Power Base stands out from other power distribution options. Communication capabilities are 
maximized with multiple access sites and integrated pathways. Put power and communication 
where you need it, when you need it.

Power

Communication
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Power Base
Power Base has it all. Capacity. Quality. Flexibility. Safety. Three and six 
circuits and 120 amps of “clean power .” Free from electrical noise and 
voltage variations. Power Base is field programmable and keyed for safety. 
Its dedicated circuits work with every building wire configuration. Installation 
is tool free. These standard features make Power Base the best in the industry. 
No overloading. No office blackouts. No computer crashes. No kidding.

� Color-coded Receptacles

Receptacles designed with 

color-coded circuits are easily 

field programmable, dramatically 

reducing the number of required 

components. Power Base is the

only system in the industry

offering this standard feature.

� Docking Module

Another convenient and affordable 

option for accessing multiple power 

and communications connections 

right at worksurface height. 



Built to Last
UniGroup stands the test of time. It’s durable, practical and fast to reconfigure. Honeycomb core 
in a steel frame bonded to perforated steel skins. That’s monocoque panel construction. Tough 
and stable. Add the full-height, universal hinge. Load up one side or both sides. Still solid all the 
way around. And with a lifetime warranty, your return on investment is assured. It’s that simple.

� Top Cap

Top caps are available in metal and wood.

Monocoque Construction:

� Steel Frame Rail

� Honeycomb Core

� Perforated Steel Skin

� Fiber Batting

All of these features are incorporated into

Haworth’s monocoque construction process.

Steel frame, honeycomb core bonded with

perforated steel skin on both sides provide

unparalleled strength and durability. Haworth

panels incorporate the Helmholtz principle of

sound control. Sound is trapped and dissipated.

� Fabric

Choose from our extensive Surface

Collection or select your own.

� Spline

Refabrication is simple and quick even in the

field. The spline provides quick removal and

installation of fabric saving time and money.

� Universal Hinge Connector

Allows any panel angle. Withstands heat to

350° and over one million bends.

	 Trim Rail

All trim rails are prefinished. No end-of-runs

or finish posts are needed. They slide up

providing an easy release for quick panel

removal—even from the center of a run.


 Power Base

A Haworth technology that allows an up-

grade to six circuits and 120 amps of power. It

works with every building wire configuration.

International conversion available.

� Sliding Outlet Cover

Built-in outlet covers slide over to reveal

powered panel outlets. To reconfigure for a

non-powered panel, the covers slide back

into place.
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Infinite Angles
With the universal hinge connector, panels 

can be positioned at any angle, then 

reconfigured at any new angle — giving 

endless potential for office layout. 

OneTouch
OneTouch is the first one-touch-to-operate 

overhead with off-modular capabilities. 

A contemporary design that’s easy to open 

and close even while seated. ADA friendly.

Boogie® Board
Not your ordinary keyboard pad. One

button height and tilt adjustment puts 

the keyboard exactly where it should be. 

Mouse on the right or left. Smooth and 

stable. Increased platform support. 

Personal
Storage Tower
Hang your hat. Bring your gym bag and 

swimsuit. Stash your stuff in a Personal 

Storage Tower. Keep personal items safe, 

secure and out of the way. More storage in 

a smaller workspace. More flexibility. 

Ultimate productivity. 

Jump®Stuff
Work hard. Work smart. Productivity 

and personalization is maximized with 

JumpStuff work tools. Multi-tasking. 

Layered performance. Universal 

application. Organize resources and 

give back to the people who use them. 

Think of it as intelligent upsizing. 

Sit-To-Stand Table
Crank it up with Sit-To-Stand tables and 

put the worksurface where you need it. 

Accommodate the individual. Freestanding 

tables are compatible with all Haworth 

panel systems. Corner or rectangular shapes 

available. Comfort is simple and quick.

Designed for Change
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This brochure is printed on Mohawk 50/10 paper made with
15% recycled fiber, processed chlorine free. By using this
environmentally friendly paper, Haworth saves on average
the following resources annually: 7,882 trees, 3.3 million
gallons of water, 4.5 billion BTUs of energy, 355,200 pounds
of solid waste, and 694,190 pounds of atmospheric emissions.
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